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Enterprise IT and end users alike tend to take the Domain Name System (DNS) for granted. While those  
who don’t work in network operations might not even know what DNS is — let alone the central role it  
plays in making the Internet a space humans can navigate — even IT often just expects the system to  
always perform.

DNS: A Primer

Before the days of personal computing — and well before the dawn 
of smart devices — it was easier for the relatively few users leveraging 
the Internet to recognize familiar IP addresses, like memorizing a 
home phone number in the pre-caller ID days. 

While we may type URLs into search bars and click “Send” on email, 
computers don’t actually read text when interacting over networks. 

Enter the Domain Name System (DNS), which is one of the 
foundations of networking as we know it. DNS translates the text-
based URLs we type into search bars into the numerical IP addresses 
that computers use to “speak” to each other. 

The goal of DNS is relatively simple — in general, words are easier for 
people to remember than long, confusing number sequences — but 
it’s role is crucial as the connected world grows. It will become even 
more important when IPv6 becomes prevalent, replacing 4 octets like 
192.168.0.1 with something like fdf8:f53b:82e4::53.

DNS Monitoring and  
What it Means for the Enterprise
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number sequences.

https://www.ripe.net/manage-ips-and-asns/ipv6/ipv6-address-types/ipv6addresstypes.pdf
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DNS is designed to be reliable and speedy. Recursive resolvers cache popular domains so that most traffic doesn’t 
even need to jump between a globally-distributed hierarchy of DNS infrastructure. But when these systems do fail or a 
server becomes unreliable, it can stop connectivity in its tracks. 

The entire process of accessing a website follows a path to a corresponding IP address. When this information isn’t 
already cached locally, there’s a hierarchy of DNS servers that the request must traverse to unlock that IP. When 
running smoothly, all of this is invisible to the user.

Unpacking the DNS hierarchy
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When the request for an IP is initiated by a user by typing 
a URL in a browser, the request first goes to a recursive 
resolver — if it’s not already in the browser’s or operating 
system’s caches — which is a server usually managed 
either by the user’s ISP, a managed DNS provider or the 
enterprise itself. The resolver knows which DNS servers it 
will need to ask to unlock the IP address, and will generally 
forward the request to a root server that knows all of the 
information about top-level domains (.com, .net, .org, etc.). 
Because these are spread out globally, the resolver will 
generally access the root server closest to the geographic 
start of the request — that is, closest to the user accessing 
the web. 

The next step in the hierarchy takes the request to the 
top-level domain (TLD) server. This server gets more 
specific, recognizing the secondary domain (the “google” in 
“www.google.com”), and then sends the request off to that 
domain’s authoritative name server, which ultimately  
holds the keys to the IP address that allows the user to 
visit the website. 

Despite all of the stop-points in the DNS hierarchy, this 
whole journey should happen in the blink of an eye (read: 
milliseconds). Because it’s such an efficient process, the 
average Internet user outside of the networking realm 
takes DNS for granted. 

Even though DNS tends to just simply work in the 
background, when hiccups do happen along the path to 
the IP address, end user experience can be impacted, 
which might affect business-critical apps for enterprise 
users. It then falls on IT to suss out the issues along the 
path to resolve issues within their control, which is difficult 
without full visibility into the network. 

In the enterprise space, this can result in performance-
related issues for employees reliant on internal enterprise 
apps and cloud tools, along with customers or partners 
trying to access a company’s external-facing applications. 
While these are most commonly lingering minor issues, 
critical failures of DNS systems do happen, and can expose 
lack of appropriate redundancy. 

http://www.google.com/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3133992/security/ddos-knocks-down-dns-datacenters-across-the-u-s-affected.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3133992/security/ddos-knocks-down-dns-datacenters-across-the-u-s-affected.html
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When DNS monitoring becomes critical

Monitoring can help identify a variety of issues 

For a global organization, DNS performance can vary widely across locations. Specific branch offices, for instance, can 
experience massive delays in DNS resolution times if they aren’t leveraging a local DNS server and are always going 
external with their domain lookup requests. End-user experience may also be be negatively impacted if DNS from a 
particular branch location is repeatedly resolving to an IP address in another geography when there is a local presence 
they could leverage instead — all things teams are blind to without DNS monitoring.

There might also be issues that come up when teams migrate to a new DNS provider or when moving DNS servers 
to new locations. It’s essential that network performance is at least as good post-transition (if not better) than it was 
prior. DNS monitoring can confirm whether or not providers are meeting their SLAs or if network configurations aren’t 
delivering as promised — all useful data IT can use to influence buying decisions down the line. 

If DNS isn’t resolving your domain, it could be related to 
two common scenarios that require visibility to rectify. A 
DNS outage or failure, for instance, might be the culprit, but 
teams would need visibility to identify if it’s isolated to one 
location, or if it’s unique to all. 

DNS slowness, too, where there’s intermittent periods where 
DNS resolution times get much longer, requires the ability of 
network teams to monitor resolution times over time to get 
clued into trends.
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A dissenting DNS server that intermittently (or indefinitely) responds with a different IP address than the other  
servers could also be at the root of end-user headaches. This could be due to a configuration issue, to incorrect 
geolocation causing a server to resolve to an IP address for a point of presence in a different region, or even to a  
DNS hijack. This can be particularly bad when that server provides the fastest response, which for most cases  
means that it is used frequently.

It all comes down to the fact that teams can’t do anything to resolve issues that they can’t see. At the end of the day, 
DNS monitoring is yet another layer of visibility that is essential to teams tasked with keeping their enterprise network 
running smoothly. 

Download our whitepaper  
Beyond Your Network: How Digital 
Transformation Fueled By Cloud Has 
Changed Performance Monitoring to 
learn what a comprehensive monitoring 
solution in action should look like.
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